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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report provides an overview and update on Nagra’s technical analyses and findings regarding the
beoutQ broadcast piracy. After setting out the profile and qualifications of the Kudelski Group and
Nagra, we provide an overview of Nagra’s reports on the beoutQ broadcast piracy. We next address
the specific technical matters set out in the letter from Arabsat’s legal counsel, Squire Patton Boggs
LLP, to FIFA, dated 15 July 2018 (“the Squire Letter to FIFA”), which summarizes certain testing
allegedly commissioned by Arabsat during the months of June and July 2018, as well as similar
allegations made in the letter from Squire Patton Boggs LLP to Sidley Austin LLP, legal counsel for beIN
Media Group LLC, dated 16 July 2018 (“the Squire Letter to Sidley”) (see Appendix A). We also record
our findings in relation to the specific Arabsat frequencies being used at present by beoutQ.

2.

ABOUT KUDELSKI GROUP / NAGRA

The Kudelski Group is a global leader in digital security and convergent media solutions for the delivery
of digital and interactive content. Our technologies are used in a wide range of services and
applications requiring access control and rights management. Our three main activity sectors include
integrated Digital Television, Cyber Security solutions and Public Access solutions.
The Kudelski Group is headquartered in Cheseaux-sur-Lausanne, Switzerland, and is listed on the SIX
Swiss Exchange (KUD.S). With revenues reaching more than a billion Swiss francs in 2016, the Kudelski
Group has confirmed its long-term leadership role in its core businesses of digital television and public
access control. Currently, the group has more than 3000 employees world-wide.
Nagra is a subsidiary of the Kudelski Group, and covers all activity linked to integrated Digital Television,
including Anti-Piracy Services.
Global Presence
Nagra has offices in 33 countries, and security experts in different regions who can take investigative
and legal action in most countries worldwide. Nagra’s Anti-Piracy Services has main locations in Europe
(Cheseaux-sur-Lausanne, Rennes, Paris, Madrid), US (Denver), Latin America (Sao Paulo) and India
(Bangalore).
Technology Leadership
Nagra has more than 2000 engineers on staff and invests USD 200M annually in R&D. In March 2014,
Nagra announced the acquisition of Conax AS, a global provider of content protection for digital TV
services over broadcast, broadband and connected devices. With the fast-growing Internet piracy
phenomenon, Nagra has been developing a palette of anti-piracy services leveraging its 25+ years of
experience in the content security field, expanding the Kudelski Group’s portfolio of end-to-end
content protection security solutions, enriching the existing offer to content owners and Pay TV
operators.
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Security Excellence
Nagra has some of the best experts in Pay-TV security and cybersecurity, and is equipped with stateof-the-art security evaluation and monitoring labs. Nagra has been fighting piracy for over 20 years to
protect the business of 150+ international clients including some of the world's largest Pay TV
providers.
Figure 1 – One of Nagra’s Piracy Monitoring Labs

3.

OVERVIEW OF BEOUTQ PIRACY REPORTS

Nagra Initial Reports on beoutQ Broadcast Piracy
In April 2018, Nagra was engaged by Sidley Austin LLP, legal counsel for beIN Media Group LLC, to
undertake a technical investigation and report our findings regarding a broadcast pirate known as
“beoutQ”, whose channels were widely reported to be broadcast on satellites operated by Arabsat.
On 20 June 2018, Nagra released a report on the beoutQ piracy, setting out the results of extensive
testing carried out over the period from 5 April 2018 to 20 June 2018. In that report, Nagra confirmed,
among other things, that the beoutQ pirate channels are transmitted by the Arabsat Badr-4 satellite,
also known as Arabsat-4B.
Specifically, the report set out our finding that “[w]hile the ten beoutQ pirate channels have been
observed to move from time to time between different Arabsat satellite frequencies, the channels
have always been broadcast on the Arabsat Badr-4 satellite located at orbital position 26.0° East”.
Further, the report set out our finding that the beoutQ satellite transmissions are composed of three
different types of data (audio and video signals, software updates, and signaling data). We noted that
these different types of data were carried on three different Arabsat frequencies (12207 MHz Vertical,
11919 MHz Horizontal and 12380 MHz Horizontal), and that beoutQ has used these three frequencies
for different purposes at different times.
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Following the release of that report, Nagra observed further software updates and other changes being
made to the beoutQ satellite transmissions, and so issued updated reports to record relevant changes
to the specific Arabsat frequencies being used and other changes to the pirate service. While the
specific frequencies used for the different beoutQ transmissions often changed, Nagra has consistently
found that beoutQ’s pirate channels have been and are being carried on Arabsat satellite frequencies.
Arabsat Statement Denying Involvement in beoutQ Broadcast Piracy
Nagra has been advised that, after the FIFA 2018 World Cup came to an end, Arabsat released a
statement denying that beoutQ is being broadcast on Arabsat satellites and referring to certain alleged
testing by technical experts in support of this position. Nagra has also been provided with the abovenoted Squire Letter to Sidley dated 16 July 2018, which among other things summarized the findings
allegedly made by Arabsat’s technical experts when instructed to test certain frequencies at certain
times (See Appendix A). Nagra has not been provided with the reports prepared by those technical
experts, and understands that Arabsat has refused to provide them to beIN.
Nagra’s Response in Summary
Nagra disagrees with the statement published by Arabsat and with the attempts by Arabsat’s legal
counsel to call into question Nagra’s technical analyses and findings regarding the beoutQ broadcast
piracy.
Based on an extensive technical investigation carried out over several months, Nagra has established
through indisputable technical evidence that beoutQ’s pirate channels and related data have been and
continue to be transmitted via Arabsat satellites. Nagra’s technical findings are consistent with widelyavailable public information stating that beoutQ is transmitted on Arabsat satellites, including in public
statements posted on the internet by beoutQ itself (see Appendix B).
The Arabsat statement and Squire Letters rely on partial and highly selective testing in an effort to
rebut Nagra’s extensive technical investigation. Specifically, it is clear that Arabsat instructed its
outside experts to test only certain specific Arabsat frequencies at certain specific times. The fact that
beoutQ channels were not detected on these specific Arabsat frequencies at these specific times
establishes only that beoutQ has repeatedly changed the Arabsat frequencies used to transmit its
pirate broadcasts. Based on Nagra’s extensive experience in anti-piracy, it is no surprise whatsoever
that a pirate operation would seek to arrange its activities in such a way.
In the view of Nagra, Arabsat had no legitimate technical or practical reason to instruct its outside
experts to engage in such selective testing. If Arabsat had been genuinely concerned about the beoutQ
broadcast piracy, Arabsat would have performed the exact same testing that has been performed
repeatedly by Nagra – it is a simple exercise to turn on a beoutQ set-top box and determine which
frequency is transmitting the beoutQ pirate channels. The fact that Arabsat has failed to carry out
such straightforward testing is – from a technical perspective – inexplicable.
Nagra also fails to see any reason why Arabsat could not itself determine exactly what customers are
broadcasting what content on Arabsat satellite frequencies. Any satellite operator has the technical
capability to make such determinations when faced with this kind of broadcast piracy.
In any event, none of the information contained in the Arabsat statement and the Squire Letters calls
into question Nagra’s findings over several months that the beoutQ pirate channels have been and
continue to be carried on Arabsat satellites.
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4. BEOUTQ FREQUENCY CHANGES
Over the course of several months, Nagra has observed that the beoutQ pirate channels and related
data (firmware updates, decryption keys and signaling data) have moved at different times across
different Arabsat frequencies, specifically 12207 MHz, 11919 MHz, 12380 MHz, and 12341 MHz.
Despite these changes, our investigations have established beyond doubt that the beoutQ pirate
channels have been transmitted during those months on Arabsat frequencies via Arabsat satellites.
The beoutQ pirate application and related satellite transmissions operate using a system whereby
beoutQ channels can be moved at will across different Arabsat frequencies, without the need to
upgrade the firmware of the beoutQ STB, and without interruption of the pirate service for end-users.
This system makes use of information referred to as “signaling data” in the Nagra reports.
Due to beoutQ’s numerous changes from one frequency to another, it is necessary to test multiple
frequencies in order to determine whether beoutQ pirate channels are being transmitted via Arabsat
frequencies. One cannot determine definitively whether beoutQ pirate channels are being
transmitted via Arabsat frequencies by testing only one particular frequency at one particular time.
Yet, this is apparently how Arabsat carried out its flawed testing.
By cross-referencing Nagra monitoring data and the technical analyses allegedly commissioned by
Arabsat, the following timeline has been established:
Date

Entity

Event
Nagra records several Arabsat Badr-4
satellite transponder frequencies

6 April 2018
to

Nagra

9 April 2018

By sequentially playing transponder recordings to a beoutQ STB,
Nagra determines that beoutQ channels are being
transmitted on Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz
Nagra also determines that beoutQ firmware updates are being
transmitted on Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz

Night of 9 June –
10 June 2018

beoutQ

13 June 2018

beoutQ

New beoutQ STB firmware update is pushed out (v.7.2.1087)
beoutQ channels move to Arabsat frequency 12207 MHz
beoutQ channels move to Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz
Arabsat is not emitting on frequency 12207 MHz

Night of 16 June
– 17 June 2018

beoutQ

Night of 19 June
– 20 June 2018

beoutQ

New beoutQ STB firmware update is pushed out (v.7.2.1106)
beoutQ channels remain on Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz
New beoutQ STB firmware update is pushed out (v.7.2.1112)
beoutQ channels move to Arabsat frequency 12341 MHz.
Alleged monitoring of
Arabsat frequencies 11919 MHz and 12207 MHz.

IGP BV
20 June 2018

(as set out in Squire
Letters)

Squire states results are inconclusive.
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Date

21 June 2018

21 June 2018 onward

Entity

Event

IGP BV

Alleged monitoring of
Arabsat frequency 12341 MHz.

(as set out in Squire
Letters)

Arabsat allegedly
commissions
Multiple
Technical Experts
(as set out in Squire
Letters)

IGP BV
26 June 2018

(as set out in Squire
Letters)

26 June 2018

Squire states that no beoutQ channels found on this frequency.

Alleged monitoring of
Arabsat frequency 12341 MHz during FIFA World Cup matches.
Squire states that no beoutQ channels found on this frequency.

Alleged testing of
beoutQ STB with blocking of “all” Arabsat frequencies.
Squire states that beoutQ service still working.
beoutQ channels are being transmitted
on Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz.1

Nagra

Nagra evidences this fact with recording of
Arabsat satellite frequency 11919 MHz.
Alleged monitoring of
Arabsat frequency 11996 MHz.

IGP BV + Eutelsat
28 June 2018

16 July 2018

(as set out in Squire
Letters)

Squire states that no beoutQ channels found on this frequency.

beoutQ

New beoutQ STB firmware update is pushed out (v.7.2.1156)

14 August 2018

Nagra

beoutQ channels are currently being transmitted
on Arabsat frequency 12207 MHz.
Nagra evidences this fact with recordings of
Arabsat satellite frequencies 12207 MHz and 12341 MHz.

1

In our report “beoutQ Piracy Overview”, dated 11 July 2018, Nagra assumed that beoutQ’s pirate channels continued to be
transmitted on Arabsat frequency 12341 MHz from 20 June 2018 until 11 July 2018. Upon review of a Nagra recording made
on 26 June 2018, Nagra has now confirmed through technical investigation that beoutQ’s pirate channels had, during this
timeframe, rotated back to Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz.
While Nagra has not monitored beoutQ’s satellite frequency changes on a daily basis, continuous testing of this kind is not
required to identify beoutQ’s move to another frequency. When testing was resumed on 26 June 2018, Nagra was able to
determine immediately that beoutQ had rotated back to broadcasting on Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz.
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Nagra has performed analyses and made recordings of Arabsat frequencies on the following dates and
with the following results:

Date

Frequency

beoutQ
Channels

beoutQ
Related
Data

beoutQ
Firmware
Updates

6 April 2018

Several legitimate
broadcasts on
Arabsat frequencies

n

n

n

6 April 2018

11919H

y

y

y

6 April 2018

12207V

y

y

n

8 April 2018

11919H

y

y

y

8 April 2018

12380H

n

y

y

15 April 2018

11919H

y

y

y

21 May 2018

11919H

y

y

y

21 May 2018

12380H

n

y

y

5 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

6 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

7 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

8 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

11 June 2018

12207V

y

y

n

13 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

14 June 2018

12207V

y

y

n

14 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

15 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

20 June 2018

12341H

y

y

y

20 June 2018

12380H

y

y

y

26 June 2018

11919H

y

y

y

4 July 2018

11919H

y

y

y
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beoutQ
Related
Data

beoutQ
Firmware
Updates

Date

Frequency

beoutQ
Channels

14 August 2018

12207V

y

n

n

14 August 2018

12341H

n

y

n

5. ARABSAT TESTING RESULTS
At the time of writing, Nagra does not have access to the technical reports of Arabsat’s outside experts
listed in the Squire Letter to FIFA, nor to the instructions and test specifications provided to these
experts.
From the timeline outlined in Section 4 and the Squire Letter to FIFA summarizing test results allegedly
commissioned by Arabsat, it is evident that the Arabsat testing was highly selective and partial.
For example, on 26 June 2018 and 28 June 2018, Squire alleges that ASBU Center and Eutelsat tested
Arabsat frequency 12341 MHz, while the beoutQ pirate channels were, in fact, broadcast on those
dates on Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz. Squire further alleges that MSI tested Arabsat frequency
11996 MHz during certain specific World Cup matches, but it is not surprising that they would not find
beoutQ channels on those dates because – in each case – beoutQ’s channels were broadcast on
different Arabsat frequencies on the dates in question. Squire has provided no explanation why this
alleged testing was so highly selective and limited.
Since Arabsat appears to have been in possession of the Nagra reports at the time of the testing, it is
noteworthy that none of the outside experts were asked to conduct simultaneous and systematic
testing of all four of the Arabsat frequencies repeatedly used in rotation by beoutQ and specifically
cited in the Nagra reports. Such systematic testing would be the most obvious and straightforward
way to determine whether or not beoutQ was, in fact, transmitting on any Arabsat frequency.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that three frequency changes have been observed on the beoutQ pirate
service in the span of ten days, between 9 June 2018 and 19 June 2018.
In particular, beoutQ’s pirate channels moved from Arabsat frequencies 11919 MHz and 12207 MHz
to Arabsat frequencies 12341 MHz and 12380 MHz during the night of 19 June to 20 June 2018, just
before IGP BV’s alleged testing of Arabsat frequencies 11919 MHz and 12207 MHz on 20 June 2018.
After IGP BV’s alleged testing was completed, beoutQ’s pirate channels then moved back to Arabsat
frequency 11919 MHz. In fact, on 26 June 2018, Nagra recorded Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz and
found that beoutQ’s pirate channels, signaling data and STB firmware updates were all being
transmitted on that Arabsat frequency. This finding contradicts the IGP tests allegedly performed on
the same day, 26 June 2018, as described in the Squire Letter to FIFA: “IGP blocked all Arabsat
frequencies – but the pirate beoutQ transmission still played through the beoutQ set top box”. We
note that the Squire Letter to FIFA does not specify the list of “all” Arabsat frequencies that were
blocked, how they were “blocked”, nor the model and firmware version of the beoutQ STB used during
the test. In any case, Nagra’s findings are not consistent with the alleged tests by IGP and instead
confirm that beoutQ’s pirate channels were, in fact, transmitted on Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz on
26 June 2018.
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6. NAGRA TESTING RESULTS IN DETAIL
Nagra confirms the following tests results originally detailed in the Nagra report dated 22 May 2018:
As of 8 April 2018, the beoutQ pirate channels were accessible only when a recording of the Arabsat
frequency 11919 MHz was played to the beoutQ STB. Playing recordings of other Arabsat frequencies
did not grant access to the beoutQ pirate service. Nagra has preserved the recording of Arabsat
frequency 11919 MHz and the beoutQ STB in their original state so the test could be reproduced at a
later time if needed.
In the Squire Letter to Sidley, the following statement is made: “Report section 5.1’s vague description
of how Nagra supposedly ‘determined’ that beoutQ transmissions use Arabsat frequencies
conveniently omits any details about Nagra’s process. Because the report fails to describe any attempt
to confirm Nagra’s determination, we understand that Nagra made no attempt to do so”.
This comment refers to the Nagra report “beoutQ Piracy Overview” dated 24 June 2018. Due to the
nature of that report as a high-level summary, it obviously could not, as a practical matter, set out all
of the technical details underlying Nagra’s analyses. It is, however, clear from the information
contained in both this report and our previous reports that Nagra:
•
•
•

repeatedly, during several months, identified, monitored, recorded, and analyzed the multiple
Arabsat frequencies used by beoutQ;
performed an in-depth analysis of the beoutQ STB and the beoutQ pirate application; and
performed in-depth analysis of the different beoutQ firmware updates broadcast on the
Arabsat satellites.

The accusation contained in the Squire Letter to Sidley therefore lacks any basis. Indeed, in the light
of the limited and selective tests allegedly performed by the outside experts mandated by Arabsat,
and the failure to share the reports themselves, the Squire Letters to Sidley and to FIFA fail to cast any
doubt on Nagra’s analysis.
Furthermore, Nagra re-iterates the findings described in Section 8 of the “beoutQ Piracy Overview”
report dated 24 June 2018 regarding the connections between the beoutQ pirate service and Saudi
Selevision Company LLC (“Selevision”), summarized below:
On 8 April 2018, Nagra recorded the Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz. This frequency was used to
broadcast both: (a) 11 television channels from Seevii/Selevision, a company based in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia; and (b) beoutQ STB firmware updates and signaling data.
On 17 April 2018, the Arabsat website listed the aforementioned 11 Selevision channels as being
transmitted on the Arabsat Badr-6 satellite, frequency 12380 MHz, confirming (a) the validity of
Nagra’s recording and (b) that Selevision was, at the time, a customer of Arabsat.
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Nagra also identified strings of code referencing Selevision in the beoutQ STB software, as shown
below:
REPO_URL=remotes/origin/selevision
PACKAGE_NAME_SELEVISION
isSeleVisionMode

After these findings have been made public through the release of the Nagra reports, we observed
that:
•
•
•
•

Selevision channels are no longer broadcast on Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz, and that
Arabsat was not emitting on that frequency (on 24 June 2018);
Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz is no longer listed on the Arabsat website (as of 20 July 2018);
References to Seevii/Selevision have disappeared from the Arabsat website (as of 20 July
2018); and
beoutQ firmware updates are now sent in an encrypted form to hinder further software
analysis.

Additionally, the beoutQ firmware update broadcast on Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz, on 8 April
2018, contains a software file named “Dream_Sharing_71”, which is in fact the beoutQ pirate
application.
Nagra analyzed this software and found, within the source code, the following hardcoded parameters:
Figure 2 – Source Code of Dream_Sharing_71

As show on Figure 2 above, the beoutQ application was, at that time, configured to download overthe-air (OTA) firmware updates from a satellite located at 26.0° longitude, using transponder (TP)
frequencies 12380 MHz and 11919 MHz. It is a matter of public record that the Badr-4, Badr-5, Badr6, and Badr-7 satellites in the Arabsat fleet are all located at 26.0° longitude. Nagra has preserved the
recording of Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz, which includes the Seevii channels, beoutQ firmware
updates and Dream_Sharing_71 software, in its original state so the test could be reproduced at a later
time if needed.
Even disregarding all other evidence presented so far, this recording of Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz
alone is enough to show the link between the beoutQ pirate service, Selevision and Arabsat.
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Additional evidence of the beoutQ pirate service being transmitted on Arabsat frequencies has been
found in the Android operating system logs of the beoutQ STB.
Figure 3 – System Logs of the beoutQ STB

Figure 3 above shows an excerpt of the beoutQ STB system logs from 13 June 2018. The entries “set
frontend=>frequency=” are set when the beoutQ STB tunes to a given frequency.
This system log shows that twenty-nine seconds after starting up, the beoutQ STB tuned to frequency
1607000 (highlighted in blue on Figure 3), which corresponds to Arabsat frequency 12207 MHz. The
frequency 1607000 shown on the log file corresponds to the L-band frequency as received by the tuner
of the beoutQ STB. To compute the satellite downlink frequency, this value must be added to
10600000, which is the frequency of the satellite dish LNB local oscillator, giving 12207000 or 12207
MHz.
Seven seconds later, the beoutQ STB tuned to frequency 1319000 (highlighted in yellow on Figure 3),
which corresponds to Arabsat frequency 11919 MHz, and then periodically tuned to frequency
1780000 (highlighted in red on Figure 3), which corresponds to Arabsat frequency 12380 MHz.
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Finally, Nagra has observed two unusual technical features of the four Arabsat satellite frequencies
carrying the beoutQ channels, signaling data and firmware updates:
•

First, the Arabsat frequencies used for beoutQ signaling contain unusual custom obfuscated
data, encoded in the Time Offset Table (TOT), which is used by the beoutQ STB to discover
where and how the beoutQ channels, decryption keys, and firmware updates are broadcast.
No legitimate broadcaster would include this information in the TOT table, which is intended
to carry the UTC and local date and time information.

•

Second, the Arabsat frequencies carrying beoutQ audio and video signals are missing the
standard DVB/MPEG tables commonly used in satellite television broadcasts and which list,
among other things, the name of the television channels, the available audio languages, the
television operator, the specific satellite frequency being used to transmit the television signal
in question, the audio and video compression methods, or the electronic program guide which
describes current and future events.

These two unusual technical features should have attracted attention from Arabsat and prompted
further enquiries if Arabsat had, in fact, been motivated to determine whether beoutQ’s pirate
channels were being broadcast on Arabsat frequencies.

7. SOCIAL MEDIA
In addition to being listed on websites that gather information about commercial satellites, the beoutQ
pirate service is also heavily promoted on social network platforms such as Twitter and Facebook, as
shown in Appendix B, page 21. It is well publicized on social media platforms that beoutQ is being
transmitted by Arabsat satellites. These social media postings are consistent with and provide further
support for Nagra’s technical findings that the beoutQ pirate channels are being broadcast via Arabsat
satellites.
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APPENDIX A: LETTER FROM ARABSAT’S LEGAL COUNSEL
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APPENDIX B: SOCIAL MEDIA RECORD OF BEOUTQ ON ARABSAT
Figure 4 – beoutQ on Facebook (1/5)
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Figure 5 – beoutQ on Facebook (2/5)
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Figure 6 – beoutQ on Facebook (3/5)

Figure 7 – beoutQ on Facebook (4/5)
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Figure 8 – beoutQ on Facebook (5/5)
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Figure 9 – beoutQ on Twitter (1/2)
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Figure 10 – beoutQ on Twitter (2/2)
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